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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the spring of 2021, Metro and Cascadia Partners published a Development Opportunity Study to
identify pathways for improved utilization of the Expo Center’s Halls A, B, and C. Because of a successful
test case where Top Chef filmed its season in the facility during Expo’s dormant period due to the Covid19 pandemic, the study identified Film Production as a possible option for a “Hold & Complement
Venue” scenario. Recently, Metro and Expo Center are also considering Halls D & E as well as Lower
One Lot in the overall opportunity.
In July 2021, Oregon Film and the Portland Film Office retained Teresa Koberstein of Assembly Arts to
undertake a feasibility study process for a potential soundstage facility and filmmaker/music/creators’
campus at the Portland Expo Center as a means to respond to Metro’s Request for Expressions of
Interest (RFEI) for activating the space. This study can be used to respond to the RFEI, solicit other
potential partners, investors, and/or funders, and galvanize the Portland creative community.
METHODOLOGY

The feasibility study objectives were to…
•
•
•
•

Understand the market landscape and the film/music community needs
Unearth pathways to help maximize occupancy and revenue streams
Develop a business model and programming plan for “Film/Music Campus” scenario at the Expo
Center
Honor the historical and cultural legacy of the Expo Center land in collaboration with
Black/African American, Indigenous/Native American, and Japanese American creators

The study included an approach in two phases, where Phase One involved…
•

Working Group formation, Interviews, Focus Groups, and Survey: Assembly Arts has engaged
with 147 diverse stakeholders through the formation of a working group, one-on-one
interviews, focus groups, an online survey, tours of the Expo facilities, and culminating with a
Town Hall presentation of our Phase One findings. These stakeholders included diverse
filmmakers, musicians, nonprofit leaders, union members, civic leaders, producers, production
teams, owners of studio space, and many other creatives and adjacent business owners.

•

Case Studies of two film shoots that took place at the Expo Center in the past two years.

•

Facilities Inventory of soundstages and production studios in Portland, and major soundstages
in the Pacific Northwest.

•

Economic Analysis of the Media, Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation Industries’ establishment
growth from 2012 to 2017, as well as employment growth in the Motion Picture and Sound
Recording Industry, specifically, over the past two decades.

•

Benchmarks of three comparable film production soundstage campuses across the country and
a short list of other innovative film and music production spaces.

Findings from Phase one informed the development of Phase Two, which included…
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•

Programming Plan: Core needs defined by diverse stakeholders from the film and music
community are linked to programmatic models along with potential users, utilization scenarios,
and an outline of governance and operational options for the Campus.

•

Evaluation Plan: To guide the implementation of the programs, the Evaluation Plan
encompasses a theory of change for each programming model, the development of indicators,
an overview of essential data collection, and a logic model, each meant to assist in measuring
the extent that the project is delivering its mission and meeting its strategic goals.

•

Business Plan: Incorporated usage scenarios and the proposed governance structure into a
financial pro forma with estimated revenue and expenses.

KEY FINDINGS

•

Stakeholders expressed interest in the proposed idea of creating infrastructure for the film and
music community via a soundstage and creative campus, and a majority (about 75%) of folks
expressed an interest in using or renting such space. Stakeholders would like to see the campus
combined with the soundstage to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Attract more projects (it's required infrastructure)
Enable access for underrepresented groups
Support indie filmmakers & musicians
Grow and retain jobs
Support adjacent business / partner collaborations
Meet demand (not enough warehouse space)
Heighten the profile of the Oregon film & music industries
Improve environmental impact / cuts build costs
Identifying and Celebrating the Cultural Importance of Visual and Musical Storytelling

•

Stakeholders are most concerned about affordability, accessibility, co-existent Expo activities
that may interfere with safety, and technical upgrades to the older facilities. Stakeholders also
expressed interest in locating the decision-making process within minority communities that
have experienced significant historical injustices on the site.

•

Filmmakers who have filmed at the Expo facilities in the past two years noted that the space is
generally well suited to supporting the film and music production needs, but the older halls A, B,
& C will require significant upgrading.

•

An inventory of facilities in Oregon reveals several small studios but a gap in the market for
large-scale soundstages. No creative campus / soundstage exists in Portland.

•

An economic analysis reveals that the Motion Picture and Sound Recording industry in Oregon is
one of the fastest growing during the pandemic in terms of employment and is considered an
emerging market requiring investment in infrastructure to support growth.
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•

Benchmarked facilities (Austin Studios, Green Pasture Studios, Camel Rock Studios) show
pathways for supporting local filmmaking and training opportunities while renting space out to
national production companies. Both Green Pasture and Austin Studios indicated a need for
additional national studios, such as a new soundstage in Portland, to enter the market as
current spaces are booked out for the next few years.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Create a programming model that aligns with both Metro and Cascadia Partner’s Seven Guiding
Principles for Expo Center development as well as stakeholders’ visioning that supports a place for…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local creatives to film
Major networks to film
Integrative job training and film/music production education
Experimentation with new modalities and creative industry to pop up
Collaboration through shared workspace and co-working
Music promoters to showcase their own events
Honoring the cultural legacy of the land and historic injustices through storytelling and heritage
activities

The governance structure that would provide optimal infrustructure for these programmatic
opportunities is one of either a newly created mutual benefit corporation or a 501c3 nonprofit
organization. An existing nonprofit would be a less ideal structure to support these programming
models.
Indicators for program evaluation should include:
•
•
•
•
•

Space availability and infrastructure
Artists’ careers and professional/creative development
Artists’ relationships to the broader community
Spillovers for adjacent economic development (restaurants, hotels etc), and for minority-owned
businesses
Economic opportunities specifically for the Black/African American, Indigenous/Native
American, and Japanese American creators and entrepreneurs

By using financial benchmarks from peer organizations, a conservative financial pro forma was
developed with the following estimates:
•
•
•

$1.67 million in rental income
$1.2 million in contributed income and fundraising activities to subsidize access for targeted
communities
$2.8 million in operating expenses, including $1 million in staffing expenses

This model yields a conservative 63% to 37% earned vs contributed income ratio in year one, increasing
to a targeted 80%:20% by year three.
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PHASE ONE
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Assembly Arts conducted 41 one-on-one interviews, 5 focus groups, and 2 tours of the Expo facilities
with 75 people including 15 members of the Working Group. Among them are filmmakers, musicians,
nonprofit leaders, union members, civic leaders, producers, production teams, owners of studio space,
and many other creatives and adjacent business owners. An online survey circulated in October 2021
garnered 85 (of 350) responses, including 15% of survey respondents identified as Black/African
American, Indigenous/Native American, and/or Japanese American, a key demographic for Metro and
this facility plan. Many survey respondents also participated in the interviews and focus groups, for a
total of 147 engaged and diverse stakeholders.

SURVEY RESPONDENTS IDENTITY THEMSELVES AS...
Number of Responses
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Individual Filmmaker/Producer/Director/Technician
Part of a producFon team

30
29

Leader/Staﬀ of a for-proﬁt business
25

Individual ArFst
Member of a union or union leader

24

Black/African American, Indigenous/NaFve American, and/or
Japanese American

13

Individual Musician/Producer/Technician

13
11

Leader/Staﬀ of a nonproﬁt organizaFon (tax exempt status)
Leader/Staﬀ/Member of a community group or arFsFc collecFve

9

Write In: Hispanic

1

Write In: Mixed Race/LaFne

1

Write In: Invested Community Member

1

Write In: Partner/Owner of a ProducFon Company

1

Write In: AFTRA/SAG Signatory

1
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CURRENT CONDITIONS

•
•

•

Most survey respondents rent, not own,
studio and office space
Respondents are generally satisfied with
the facilities but 21% reported need for
improved technology
Other specific challenges mentioned by
respondents indicated that current spaces
were often…
o unaffordable
o inadequate in terms of
accessibility, size, power, or
parking
o lacking in diversity or community
o hard to find with short-term lease
options

DO YOU RENT OR OWN...
Rent

Own

Work from Home

Both Rent & Own

1
4
5

1
5
7

29

21

FILM OR MUSIC PRODUCTION
STUDIO SPACE?

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
SPACE?

“I am often a part of the team trying to locate office, warehouse, or stage space and it is
a HUGE headache and almost impossible to find anything in the city willing to do a
short-term rental. It slows us down and we often end up using whatever is the only
option, much to the disappointment of everyone. “
POTENTIAL UTILIZATION

•

90% of survey respondents are interested
in using a new facility occasionally and 55%
are interested in on-going tenancy, which
offers a potential for a robust activation
opportunity from local creatives.

•

Respondents reported that out of state
productions are also often looking for
space in Portland and experiencing
challenges in identifying suitable
warehouse space that can accommodate a
short-term lease.

POTENTIAL UTILIZATION &
TENANTS

76
47

USING A NEW FACILITY

RESIDENCY/TENANCY STATUS
IN A NEW FACILITY
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“We do a lot of work with students, promoting minority owned/managed businesses
and uplifting voice and stories of unrepresented populations, and it would be a great
opportunity to have a place to call home where students can learn, practice their skills
and we can create content that is representative and worthy of the untold stories and

Top Image: Excerpt from Expo Center site map

perspectives we present.”
BARRIERS TO USING EXPO

Several stakeholders indicated there were no barriers to using the Expo Center for film and music
production activities. For others, some of the common barriers mentioned are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Painful history: need for truth-telling about the land
Traffic on I5
Less convenient for those coming from other counties
Need soundproofing
Building needs engineering updates for rigging
Security and safety concerns
Food/Restaurant desert
Co-existent Expo activities, such as Gun Show
Intimidating size
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“If you had a TV show that ran for several seasons would that crowd out local or not for
profit indie use of the space?”
“I've shot there before, no barriers.”
“I have no idea yet how much it is going to cost to rent space, but my assumption is that
I will not be able to afford it.”
BENEFITS OF USING EXPO

Stakeholders expressed a plethora of benefits to using Expo Center for film and music production
activities, and among the most mentioned are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunity to tell culturally relevant stories and lift marginalized folks
Convenient location
Large size, ceiling height
Parking is abundant
Creates permanency, reduces build out & lease negotiation
Could inspire other creative and restaurant development nearby
Close to nature/wetlands/river
Sufficient industrial power
Feels professional
ADA accessible
Sound and activity would not impact residential neighborhood
“Being able to use production space that has been kept from underrepresented
communities by gate holders would be a great step in assisting in economic and
opportunity equity in the arts.”
“If these spaces were permanently established in a location, it would save manpower
and construction supplies, much of which is disposed of once the production
concludes.”

WHAT WOULD A WELCOMING & INCLUSIVE ENVIRONMENT FEEL LIKE?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaborating and sharing with different groups, mediums, disciplines, and artists at all levels
Support for marginalized communities
No dominant voices
Intentional programming and gatherings
Norms and guidelines
Training and apprenticeships
ADA Accessibility
Easy-to-use reservation system
No gun shows being programmed at Expo while the Film/Music Campus is active
Sliding scale, affordable
Innovation labs
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•
•

Cozy environment
Curated and created by artists
“A space that honors and encourages people to collaborate and explore storytelling
from multiple perspectives”
“Marginalized, experienced (and not always in a traditional sense) creative folks in
position of power who have put in time in building community and who have had plenty
of conversations within these communities to know what we want and need, without
typical folks in positions of power deciding for us.”
“A place where I can network with BIPOC individuals in the arts. My work as a writer,
visual artist, filmmaker, and musician can be so isolating.”

WHAT WOULD MEAN TO YOU AND YOUR COMMUNITY AND HOW MIGHT IT HELP YOUR
CREATIVE CAREER?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organize a supportive community
Reach more people if there was marketing help
Design and rehearse live music show productions
Get young people interested in the industries
Film indoors when it’s raining
Attract high profile projects
Create a home set with removable walls, instead of shooting on location
Drive a car or bus into the building
Car commercials: drive the trailer in and keep it confidential
“I could make my first feature film, put together a screening night and host meetings”
“I might be able to attract investors.”
“It could be the difference for me of being able to bring a series to Oregon or having to
take it to another state.”
“I would love to have access to facilities in the midst of other writers, filmmakers, and
musicians.”
“It would be amazing to have access to gear and a space to learn how to navigate the
industry as a person who has not had the opportunities or access to these kinds of
environments. Mentorship and guidance would be a plus.”
“It would allow us to increase the quality of the work that's produced.”
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SOUNDSTAGE WITH A CREATIVE CAMPUS

Stakeholders were asked to weigh the opportunities and challenges of developing a soundstage
combined with a creative campus, as opposed to developing a soundstage solely for film production.
Opportunities
• Improves networking and cross-collaboration
• Space is expensive, a Campus creates efficiency and sharing
• Need for both soundstage and campus
• Helps with training and education
• Diversifies utilization
• Improves multi-culturalism
• Innovative
• Heightens the profile of Portland as film/music destination
• Supports independent film
Challenges
• Need to start small and scale - focus first on Soundstage
• Would be difficult to generate enough revenue while also supporting smaller artists
• Needs to be inexpensive and accessible (not just for well-connected)
• Worry about competition with other spaces in town
• Space must be flexible to meet film/TV uses
• Prefer other locations for campus concept
• Expo is not a great community center; campus should be located elsewhere but soundstage can
be located at Expo
“I think the city needs to have a central production hub to entice new projects here.”
“A new facility that is accessible and fully functioning in Portland/Oregon would be
monumental in doing local work.”
“A soundstage would help to elevate Portland filmmakers as we create an answer to the
Hollywood model that does not ignore the work of BIPOC and LGBTQ and Women
filmmakers, that does not prey on and take advantage of eager crew members, so
Portland can become the place to go to find highly potent, impactful films that bring
notoriety to the film community here.”
“It would serve as a home for an opportunity to create the contact that would be
reflective of our skill and allow us to showcase and sell our work on a grander scale. That
would allow us to put some of the earned revenue back into the community and use
some to fund the next project.”
“More production space helps draw more production, which means more work for those
who work in production and, by extension, more funds flowing into our community.”
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“It's very lonely and
difficult experimenting by
myself and through zoom
calls and remote editing. I
would prefer a space to
collaborate and create.”
“If there was a great
creative community
center, now would be an
opportune time to build
it.”

Left: Image of MusicPortland Equity
Committee during tour of Expo facilities

KEY FINDINGS

•

Stakeholders expressed interest in the proposed idea of creating infrastructure for the film and
music community via a soundstage and creative campus.

•

A majority (about 75%) of folks expressed an interest in using or renting such space.

•

Stakeholders would like to see the campus combined with the soundstage to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Attract more projects (it's required infrastructure)
Enable access for underrepresented groups
Support indie filmmakers & musicians
Grow and retain jobs
Support adjacent business / partner collaborations
Meet demand (not enough warehouse space)
Heighten the profile of the Oregon film & music industries
Improve environmental impact / cuts build costs

•

Stakeholders are most concerned about affordability, accessibility, co-existent Expo activities
that may interfere with safety, and technical upgrades to the older facilities.

•

Stakeholders also expressed interest in locating the decision-making process within minority
communities that have experienced significant historical injustices on the site.
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CASE STUDIES

Interviews with key production personnel of two productions that filmed at the Expo Center revealed
aspects of using Expo that worked well for these productions as well as areas that could use
improvement.
TOP CHEF, AUGUST - NOVEMBER 2020 (filmed in newer Halls D&E)

What worked?
• Lots of room to spread out
• Great support from Expo staff
• Great sound control – art dept could be loud during shoots
• Parking was a dream
• Plenty of power, didn’t need generators
• Great security
• Traveling from hotels downtown was a breeze
• Filming at the coast was great
• Nearby access to hiking and outdoors
• Inexpensive compared to other studios
What could be improved?
• Was challenging to get quick answers and permissions, would be great to have set policies and
procedures for film crews to bypass hoops
• Some vendors didn’t move as fast as we would like
• Would like more private office space for production team
AMAZON FILM (CONFIDENTIAL), OCTOBER – NOVEMBER 2021 (filmed in older Hall C)

What worked?
• Abundance of space
• Roll-up doors
• High ceilings with plenty of clearance
• Floor plan is well laid out
• Plenty of bathrooms
• Plenty of parking spaces
• Wide open bays
What could be improved?
• Can’t rig from the beams due to poor engineering
• Outlets are limited, may need a power upgrade
• Leaky roof
• Clean up old catwalks and wiring
• Open bays are wide enough, may just want to add truss to pinch them down
• Need sliding elephant door and sound proofing
Key takeaways from these interviews are that the space is generally well suited to supporting the film
and music production needs, but the older halls A, B, & C will require significant upgrading.
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MARKET ANALYSIS
FACILITY INVENTORY

The below facility inventory helps to define the context into which a new facility will enter. Information
such as square footage, amenities, and location are attributes indicated on the chart below for the
current inventory in Portland and the Pacific Northwest. The inventory provides a glimpse into possible
program direction and facility accommodations which are not currently in the facilities ecosystem. In a
dense market such as Portland, finding unique programmatic pathways is important in defining any
future facility, its exclusive features, and artistic output. This can assist in identifying a gap in services to

the film and media community.

•

There are several small studios serving a robust film, media, and music community.

•

There are two functioning facilities in Portland with traditional soundstages larger than 10,000
sq ft.

•

Vision Stages, in Troutdale, is one of those largest facilities with a primary function of renting
out space, and they are booked to capacity.
“With our recent success, we're looking to expand to a larger property to increase
business. With all the productions in town at the same time right now, we filled up even
our other warehouses by the airport and cannot accommodate all the needs of the
studios at the same time.”

•

The nearest competitive spaces with higher square footage are in Vancouver, BC, and Seattle
with the newly renovated Harbor Island Studios.

•

A new stage is also being created in Butte, Montana.
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
INDUSTRY GROWTH

As reported by the Northwest Economic Research Center at PSU, “The total economic impact of
incentive-related [film and media] economic activity included $122-209 million in state Gross Regional
Product [from 2016-2019] ... over $94 million in state and local tax revenues over all four years.”
MusicPortland reports a robust pre-pandemic industry activity as “1,100 music businesses, around 2,000
performing acts, nearly 300 live venues and 200-plus promoted concerts a week.”
The chart below illustrates the level of specialization across the Media, Arts, Entertainment & Recreation
industries that the Oregon statistical area has experienced in comparison to the US, from 2012 to 2017.
Utilizing Summary Statistics from the Economic Census, this bubble graph measures the extent to which
industries in Oregon are specialized and producing for export (i.e., bringing in revenue from populations
outside of the state). Bubble size represents number of establishments in each industry for 2017, which
is the last year data was available. The four quadrants below show how establishments in an industry
compares to the US by using the locations quotient (LQ) formula. The LQ greater than 1 indicates which
Oregon industry is booming and producing for populations outside of the state.

•

Motion Picture & Video Industries is an Emerging market in Oregon and will need improved
infrustructure to move into a Star market

•

The only other Oregon industries (not shown above) that also grew their establishment share in
comparison to the US from 2012–2017 are:
o

Arts, entertainment, and recreation as a whole (by 0.018)
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o

Information (by 0.026, includes subcategory Motion & Sound Industries which grew at
0.070), Construction (by 0.033), and Manufacturing (by 0.035)

EMPLOYMENT GROWTH 2010-2021

The chart below illustrates the level of growth in employment for the Motion Picture and Sound
Recording Industries (combined) between the years 2010-2021.

•

Average annual employment growth for the Motion Picture and Sound Recording Industries
combined (NAICS Code 512) from 2010-2019 was 4.5%

•

2020 saw a considerable drop (45%) in 512 Employment due to the pandemic

•

Despite Covid, Motion Picture and Sound Recording Industries employment recovery from 2020
to the first half of 2021 was 7%

•

By contrast, total employment in Oregon (not pictured) recovered minimally from 2020 to the
first half of 2021, at only 0.5%

KEY FINDINGS
•

An inventory of facilities in Portland reveals several small studios, but a gap in the market for
large-scale soundstages.

•

No creative campus / soundstage exists in Portland.

•

An economic analysis reveals that the Motion Picture and Sound Recording industry in Oregon is
one of the fastest growing during the pandemic in terms of employment and is considered an
emerging market requiring investment in infrastructure to support growth.
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BENCHMARKING

As Portland considers developing a new Film/Music Campus, the community can gain insight and
inspiration from successfully completed projects in similar communities around the country.To that end,
the following is an exploration of three similar-in-size campuses which collectively provide a snapshot of
the opportunities and challenges of developing a similar facility. It’s important to note that while these
examples provide inspiration, they do not need to serve a as a template, and development of a Campus
in Portland should reflect the unique needs and interests of the Portland creative community.
AUSTIN FILM SOCIETY – AUSTIN, TEXAS

Images retrieved from https://www.austinchronicle.com/screens/2020-02-28/20-years-of-austin-studios/

“We are bringing people back to Austin who left to go to Atlanta or elsewhere - people
are getting stability and good paying jobs to live here.”
“Having a movie in your town for a long period of time is like having Pickathon running
for 9 months straight. You have a lot of money coming in and impacting food and
hospitality.”
– Martin Jones, Studio Director
https://www.austinfilm.org/
The Austin Film Society is a nonprofit comprises Austin Studios, Austin Cinema and Austin Public at three
separate locations.
Mission: Creates life-changing opportunities for filmmakers, catalyzes Austin and Texas as a creative
hub, and brings the community together around great film.
Facilities:
•
•
•

Austin Studios – a 20-acre production complex located at a former municipal airport
Austin Cinema – a 5k sq ft art house that presents films and offers film/tv production space
Austin Public – a 7k sq ft facility for non-exclusive and content-neutral media studio that offers
low- and no-cost training, equipment, facilities, and content distribution services
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What makes it work:
•
•
•
•
•
•

About $6 mil in operating expenses total, $1 mil to build the largest stage
Public support of $10 mil between 2 bonds, lease airport at $100 per year until 2084
$2.2 billion of economic activity, over 8800 jobs, and a thousand projects
Completely booked with production for the next 3-4 years
Offers grants to local filmmakers
Creative office space home to multiple tenants, vendors, and equipment rental companies

GREEN PASTURE STUDIOS – SPENCER, OKLAHOMA

Retrieved from https://www.oklahoman.com/article/5653450/video-oklahoma-film-and-tv-industry-enters-the-streaming-wars-with-green-pasturesstudio-and-oklahoma-film-television-academy

“Oklahoma film companies and vendors have long talked about the desire to be located
on a film lot where different organizations can easily work together, and a central hub of
creativity can be presented to outside producers and film financiers.”
--Brandy Mcdonnell, Reporter
“We are in a very economically depleted area ... One of our students rode up to the
studio on horseback. He just lost his job in the oil industry, and we gave him a
scholarship. The next thing we knew he is in the Lionsgate diversity program and
immediately picked to work on their next film.”
– Amy Janes, Founder
https://www.greenpasturesstudio.com/
Established in 2020, the academy and film studio were developed to meet the growing needs and
economic development of the Oklahoma entertainment industry.
Mission: To establish a film studio and develop a production ready workforce to attract film and
television productions to the State of Oklahoma.
Facilities: A 12-acre campus converted from a former elementary school, with movie soundstage and
backlot, an academy for aspiring crew members to learn film-set skills and etiquette, and a co-working
space for film and television companies and entrepreneurs.
What makes it work:
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•
•
•
•
•

The Governor signed new legislation to attract film and TV, offering productions a 35% to 37%
cash rebate on qualifying labor, goods and services, with a fiscal year cap of $8 million
Less than $1 mil to renovate stage and purchase the property
Since inception, training academy has 400 below the line graduates and 3.5 crews deep
Created a holding LLC to manage the facility, and leases to separate LLCs for content, equipment
rental, and training program
Creates own content with personal financing, subsidizes local filmmaking users, builds local
capacity with training academy and public school / college curriculum

CAMEL ROCK STUDIOS - TESUQUE PUEBLO, NEW MEXICO

Retrieved from https://www.camelrockstudios.com/

“I see it as a way that you give Native Americans the microphone. You enable young
native people to have the microphone and say, our stories are important, and we have a
studio that actually is owned by a tribe, and hopefully has the perspective that our
stories are important too in that canvas of movies and TV. There’s an appetite for
audiences to hear diverse stories and different types of stories.”
– Chris Eyers, Filmmaker
https://www.camelrockstudios.com/
Established in 2020 and located on the Tesuque Pueblo tribal land near Santa Fe, featuring stunning
desert and the iconic Camel Rock formation in the red-brown foothills of the Sangre de Cristo
Mountains.
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Mission: To support the Tesuque Pueblo tribe through opportunities for storytelling, workforce
development, and economic impact from film production.
Facilities: A former casino renovated into 37k square foot campus with two soundstages and production
offices.
What makes it work:
•
•
•
•
•

The Pueblo of Tesuque Development Corporation has invested $50 million to renovate the
facility
Includes half-dozen interior standing sets for flexible filming backdrops
Tribal officials offer filming to take place on 27 square miles of the reservation
Training and workforce development supporting the community
Economic benefits of the new studio will be distributed to various programs that assist in the
community’s development (says Pueblo of Tesuque Governor Robert Mora, Sr.)

OTHER MODELS

BRIC Arts Media, Brooklyn
https://www.bricartsmedia.org/
An arts and media institution whose work spans contemporary visual and performing arts, media, and
civic action.
Mission: To present and incubate new work that reflects the diversity that surrounds us.
Facilities: The main venue, BRIC House, offers a public media center, a major contemporary art
exhibition space, two performance spaces, a glass-walled TV studio, and artist work spaces.
HOME, Nashville
https://homeformusic.org/
Est in 2018, an incubator for the music industry, with networking opportunities, co-working space, and
production facilities.
Mission: To provide a supportive community for artist development and music production.
Facilities:4k sq ft of space for recording, live streaming, rehearsal, podcast, writing, video/photo, events.
SoundCheck, Nashville
https://soundchecknashville.com/
A rehearsal studio complex for touring and recording artists.
Mission: Premier provider of pro backline rentals, tour support, and rehearsal studios.
Facilities: The 126,000 square foot facility includes 9 rehearsal studios, 19 industry offices, and one of
the largest backline inventories in the Southeast.
CenterStaging, Los Angeles & New York
https://www.centerstaging.com/
A rehearsal and backline facility specializing in production and tech support for television and live
performances
Mission: To provide the greatest musicians and television productions in the world today with a facility
and service that is unparalleled to any other in the industry.
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Facilities: State-of-the-art rehearsal studios, extensive range of musical instruments for rent, and
industry veteran technicians
Digital Screen Campus, University of Canterbury in Christchurch, New Zealand
https://variety.com/2022/digital/asia/new-zealand-digital-screen-campus-christchurch-1235159419/
A newly conceived campus for “commercial production and development facilities, education,
innovation and research.”
Mission: “The aim of the new DSC is to add skills in film production, game development and the
metaverse to the country’s abundant filming locations, generous production incentives and awardwinning craft personnel in traditional sectors.”
Facilities: a 35 Acre campus on the University of Canterbury site.
Lionsgate Studios Yonkers, New York
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/11/nyregion/lionsgate-great-point-studio-yonkers.html
A newly conceived campus to be completed in 2023. Syracuse University’s S.I. Newhouse School of
Public Communications is leasing space within it and will offer educational programming for the facility.
Economic Development: “Nearby businesses — coffee shops, restaurants, dry cleaners — stand to
benefit from the comings and goings of actors, grips, camera operators and others, once the studio is in
full swing, local business proponents say. …’It’s a plus for all of us,’ said Lou Vlahopoulos, owner of Paxos
Grill & Café, an institution on Main Street in Yonkers.”
Facilities: The 14.5-acre campus is a renovated old Otis elevator factory and adjacent orphanage
overlooking the Hudson River, with proposed 11 soundstages, “talent suites”, dressing rooms and makeup stations, writers rooms, carpentry shop, office spaces, backlot, screening rooms, post-production
spaces, and more.

KEY FINDINGS
•

Benchmarked facilities (Austin Studios, Green Pasture Studios, Camel Rock Studios) show
pathways for supporting local filmmaking and training opportunities while renting space out to
national production companies.

•

Both Green Pasture and Austin Studios indicated a need for additional national studios, such as
a new soundstage in Portland, to enter the market as current spaces are booked out for the next
few years.

•

Other innovative soundstage campuses are popping up around the world, and key attributes
include strategic partnerships with educational institutions and focus on neighborhood
economic development.
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PHASE TWO
Phase Two of this feasibility study details out the program, evaluation, and business planning following
the synthesis of Phase One key findings. Phase Two aims to demonstrate how an overall concept of a
film/music campus (the Campus) at Expo Center serves the guiding principles set forth by Metro and
Cascadia Partners and demystify the programmatic and operational elements for the campus.
METRO’S GUIDING PRINCIPLES – ACTIVATION GOALS

While activating the Campus can be accomplished through the variety of programming models listed in
the following section, the larger vision for the redevelopment of Expo Center is informed by seven
guiding principles published by Metro and Cascadia Partners. These principles were conceived through
various community engagement activities conducted by Cascadia Partners.
Guiding Principles regarding the development of Expo Center
1. Honor, respect and preserve cultural, land, water and historical significance to inform future
generations; do no harm moving forward.
2. Require purposeful inclusion of communities who have persevered and are thriving, despite the
action of colonization and/or the harmful impacts of policy and practice.
3. Maximize community benefit and connection for future generations; prioritize investments in
stronger communities that are community led and culturally responsive.
4. Ongoing engagement and transparency.
5. Seek opportunities for cultural expression, art, storytelling and learning.
6. Seek sustainable and climate resilient solutions.
7. Center inclusive, cultural and economic sustainability and wellbeing.
This study incorporates these principles in the following program models and all key recommendations.
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PRO GRAMMING PLAN

This section embarks on program planning for a new Campus by defining the core needs for the film and
music community that rose out of the community engagement activities. These are linked to
programmatic models that incorporate identified needs within the proposed infrastructure and
corresponding theory of change per model. This section also identifies potential space users and
utilization plan and outlines governance and operational options for the Campus.
DEFINING THE NEED

Born out of the interviews, focus groups, survey and community conversations, the most pressing needs
regarding infrastructure expressed by the film and music community are listed below. Each is an
expression of the problem it intends to solve. A space for film and music at Expo Center could …
Identify and Celebrate the Cultural Importance of Visual and Musical Storytelling to the affected
communities through dedicated space and programming.
Attract more projects (it's required infrastructure): Without physical infrastructure, Oregon is less able
to attract larger projects. A Campus with a film soundstage can be seen as an alternative benefit and
companion to Oregon’s film tax incentives, particularly if incentives cannot increase. It also creates a
“destination” space for both locally grown and out-of-state production spending and content creation.
The facility inventory revealed a scarcity of soundstages, with one in Troutdale that is booked to
capacity and another in Clackamas that is farther afield and not an ideal facility for the kinds of
programmatic activities proposed in this study.
Enable access for Black and African Americans, Indigenous and Native Americans, Japanese
Americans, and other underrepresented groups: Through creating intentionally inclusive environments
and developing training programs that invite specific underrepresented communities, the Campus
environment can foster networking across and with these groups that boost workforce options outside
traditionally narrow circles. In turn, Minority-Owned businesses would experience increased access to
space, grow their businesses, and innovate in their craft.
Support indie filmmakers and musicians: Fostering collaboration among indie artists and bringing in
outside work inspires innovation. While there are small collectives occupying less than 5,000 square feet
for media content creation, no such campus as is envisioned in this report is available in the greater
Portland or, in fact, the entire Pacific Northwest area.
Grow and retain jobs: Additional infrastructure can attract more opportunities for local crews to remain
in Oregon, as opposed to having to travel or move out of state for meaningful work. Vancouver, BC, is
the closest region with purpose-built soundstages, requiring crews to manage international travel
restrictions and visas. A Portland facility would become a central fixture in the Pacific Northwest and
West Coast inventory, thereby reducing the resources otherwise spent on international travel for US
productions.
Support adjacent business / partner collaborations: There is a larger ecosystem ripe for sprouting and
fostering collaborations – animation, distribution, incubation, education, technology, music, equipment,
and rentals, etc. The virtual industry is small but growing in Oregon, but there is not enough
infrastructure to support it.
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Meet demand (not enough warehouse space): Warehouse space is in short supply, due in part to the
booming cannabis industry in Oregon. Landlords have expressed a desire for long term rentals and give
preference to those tenants over film productions that need short term space.
Improve environmental impact / cuts build costs: Temporary warehouse builds require going through
500 gallons of diesel a day to power generators; teams lose much time and money searching for and
building out space for each shoot; considerable materials and props can be saved and stored post shoot;
and the Max line reduces driving to and from various shoots, production offices, and hotels. Opportunity
for creating an energy efficient space for a green industry through ideas like covering the expansive area
over Halls A&B with solar panels in order to have the Campus self-generate its own power and give back
to the grid.
Heighten the profile of Oregon film and music industry: Improved infrastructure will help keep Portland
and Oregon top of mind for out-of-state industry. A Campus could become a destination for creatives.
PROGRAMMING MODELS

A campus for film and music production that addresses the needs outlined above would be the first of
its kind in Portland and Oregon. The following programs consider these needs and provide
opportunities to activate the facility. Each program listed below is described in detail along with a
theoretical framework that draws a path toward its anticipated impact of short- and long-term goals.
A place for local creatives to film: A demised portion of the facility will be set aside for locally made
content and productions, where usage does not compete with out-of-state and/or larger productions.
Resident companies and one-off local renters shall have dedicated access to this portion of the facility to
create new work, experiment, tell culturally relevant stories through media-making, and undertake
other revenue generating activities. This space can be offered first to those targeted communities to
honor cultural legacy of the Expo Center land creating a center for culturally specific storytelling in all its
forms. Research reveals that arts anchor spaces can impact transformational community healing:
“Place-based arts and cultural strategies are well equipped to drive social cohesion and build toward
more equitable well-being in communities facing inequities.” 1
Dedicated
soundstage
for local
creators in
target groups
is built

Local
creators from
target groups
utilize space

Increased
film activity
and culturally
relevant
stories are
told

Increased
employment
opportunities
and skills for
film/media
workforce

Transformational
healing,
increase
economic
benefits and
wealth

A place for major networks to film: Networks, such as Netflix, Amazon Studios and Hulu, have traveled
to Oregon frequently for film and TV production. Location options are typically limited to converted
warehouse spaces that are expensive to build out and increasingly hard to come by in and around
Portland. Networks have already tested film production in the Expo halls with great success - this is best

1

Engh, Rachel, Ben Martin, Susannah Laramee Kidd, and Anne Gadwa Nicodemus. WE-making: How arts & culture unite
people to work toward community well-being, Easton, PA: Metris Arts Consulting, 2021.
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exemplified by the pandemic shot “Top Chef - Portland.” The property could be parceled to offer
networks an opportunity to film alongside other campus activity.

Dedicated
soundstage
for network
usage is built

Film
networks
utilize space

Increased
film activity,
reduce waste
of warehouse
build out

Increased
employment
opportunities
and skills for
film / media
workforce

Positive
economic &
environmenta
l impact on
motion
picture
industries in
Oregon

A place for integrative job training and film/music production education: Hands on film and music
training located on the campus places young people and bourgeoning film makers at the center of
creative activity. Organizations and companies that offer training programs can intersect with music
events, network filming opportunities, and local content creation to advance participants’ skills in not
only in the mechanics of production, but also by empowering them in their story-telling process. The
activities of these organizations can include:
•
•
•

Music education for young people
Above / Below the Line training for young people and adults
Creative incubator for writers, directors, and producers to develop locally grown projects.

Training
programs are
connected to
campus
film/music
productions

Increased
highly
skilled
workforce

Create more
opportunities
for diverse
workforce,
reduce
nepotism

Increased
Network film
company
satisfaction,
inspiring
workforce

Strengthened
film/music
production
community

A place for experimentation with new modalities and creative industry to pop up: Advanced media
technologies such as virtual and augmented reality, virtual production, and volumetric capture as well as
new innovations in animation, offer new pathways for creatives to expand their work and respond to
evolutions in audience participation. The Campus design should consider incorporating these
technologies when space planning. A facility equipped with advanced technology could attract
individual creators and collectives to rent space for short-term projects and long-term administrative
Demised
space
equipped
with
advanced
technologies

Attracts
high-tech
industry
renters

Experimental
and evolved
media
modalities are
fostered

Increased
workforce
satisfaction,
increased
collaboration

Strengthened
film and media
production
community

needs.
A place for collaboration through shared workspace and co-working: The creative campus concept
includes options for media and music production alongside shared office space with central services
(such as copy/ internet/ printing/ coffee/ water and kitchen space.) A cozy and welcoming environment
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where creatives of all mediums can share or co-locate workspace provides the foundational setting for
other collaboration across industries, such as the following, but not exhaustive, examples:
•

•
•

Makers and filmmakers collaborating on design: Maker spaces can co-locate and crosscollaborate with productions’ need for costumes, props, set design, and other fabrication of
tangible design elements in film. Makers can pitch product placement or other marketing
sponsorships in films.
Musicians and filmmakers collaborating on film composition and score as well as music video
productions.
A welcoming physical space where creators meet other creators for collaboration and invention.

Creation of
admin
spaces and
shared
services

Creators
across
industry rent
co-working
space

Creators
across
industry mix
and gather
in
communal
space

Increased
opportunities
to
collaborate
across
industry

Strengthened
film and
media
production
community

A place for music promoters to showcase their own events: Music promoters have expressed the need
for large spaces to produce all-ages events in non-residential neighborhoods. Conversations with the
musician-based focus group revealed a lack of venues with high enough capacity to meet the budget.
Respondents also expressed concern that events in residential neighborhoods can increase policing,
negatively impacting Black or African American musicians and attendees. A space at Expo would be large
enough to hold music events that could increase profits for producers and musicians while reducing
tensions for minority communities.
Creation of
Lower Lot
One venue,
utilize indoor
flex space for
music

Music
promoters
access space
large enough
to produce
events

Increased allages music
events with
space for
larger
audiences

Increased
profits for
music
promoters
and
musicians

Reduce
tensions in
neighborhoods

A place to honor the cultural legacy of the land and historic injustices: Heritage activities created in
partnership with local historical organizations can honor the legacy of injustices and resilience that
occurred at Expo and the surrounding area. Campus infrastructure can enable partnerships with media
creators in fusing images, media, music, and storytelling to create immersive exhibits that honor cultural
legacies and enhance visitors’ understanding of these historical issues resulting in site specific Cultural
Heritage spaces and a venue for celebrating cultural, visual, and musical storytelling.
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Creation of
heritage
activities
about
historical
injustices on
the Expo
Campus

Collaborations
among history
organizations
and media
creators on
Campus

Increased
heritage
activities
honor
cultural
legacies

Enhanced
educational
opportunities
for Portland
community

Greater
opportunities
for
understanding
and healing

SPACE UTILIZATION

The Campus envisioned to support the programming model described above is made up of three older
halls (A, B and C), two newer halls (D and E) and an outdoor space called Lower Lot One. The following

Hall A –
Cultural
Storytelling
/ Admin

Hall B Campus
Flex
Studios

A place for shared
workspace/ coworking

A place for
experimentation
with new
modalities and
creative industry
to pop up

A place for
collaboration
across industries

A place to honor
the cultural legacy
and heritages

Rest / Gather /
Play

A place for music
promoters to
showcase their
own events

Hall C Lower Lot
Halls
D&E
Education
One Soundstage
& Local
Music
Content
A place for
integrative job
training and
film/music
production
education
Above / Below the
Line Training with
adults is training

A place for major
networks to film

A place for music
promoters to
showcase their
own events

Network Studios

Youth Training
Diverse Workforce

Set Dec / Art Dept
/ Shop

A place for local
creatives to film

Market Rate
Rentals

Outdoor
exhibition space

chart depicts how the programming models could be best served via each of those spaces.

STRATEGIC PARTNERS AND POTENTIAL USERS

Conversations with community stakeholders revealed several groups and individuals with interest in
activating the campus through their programming and content creation. These users can be tapped to
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lead programming models from within their institutions without having to replicate services they are
currently providing, while offering them an opportunity to increase their scale if desired. The
Governance / Operating Structure section will outline how those groups could intersect with the
Campus from an operational perspective.
As described in the programming section, creating a center like this could support more collaborative
and coherent industry planning and strategies. Facilities such as proposed can ameliorate the
development of film, media, and music industry collaborations and leverage local resources, which can
help make deals with studios and “the industry” at large. Programs developed by strategic partners can
be packaged to production companies, such as Netflix and Hulu, in exchange for their involvement and
investment.
Approximately 100 individuals and groups expressed interest in renting the space and participating in a
campus community. Several groups, nonprofits, and businesses expressed interest in joining the
Advisory Board and becoming an Anchor Tenant or a nonprofit operator, noted on a Stakeholder
Analysis
spreadsheet.
(Strategic
Partners
are
currently
in
development.)
ITERATIVE PLANNING

Film/Music
coordinate
activities
around Expo
activities

Halls ABC
exclusive to
Film/Music
Halls D&E
shared with
Expo

Phase Three

Expo has
exclusive
control of
campus

Phase Two

Phase One

This study imagines three iterations in the development of a Film/Music Campus at the Expo site. While
the programming conceived in this report could ideally make use of the entire site right away, it is
reasonable to plan for a phased approach that would allow each entity to shift its services as the
Campus’ capacity grows over time. The following diagram illustrates this approach:

Film/Music
has exclusive
control of
Expo Campus
Expo
coordinates
activities
around
Film/Music
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GOVERNANCE / OPERATING STRUCTURE
The governance structures of typical soundstages and creative campuses across the country vary from
for-profit and privately owned studios to nonprofits with public entity partnerships, and collective
organizations with co-tenancy and shared services, along with numerous variations among these. A
governance structure will provide the framework for decision-making, setting and implementing
policies, maintaining relationships with users and anchor tenants, and managing the Campus’ physical
structure and all ongoing activities. This section outlines core competencies along with attributes for
three potential governance structures (which can be used exclusively on their own or in some
combined/hybrid manner):
•
•
•

a newly-formed Oregon Mutual Benefit Corporation
a newly-formed 501c3 nonprofit
an existing 501c3 nonprofit
Upfront Core Competencies

Ongoing Core Competencies

•Building Project Financing: Developing a budget with hard
and soft costs for the building renovation.

•Maintenance: The operator will be responsible for the
maintenance of the Campus facilities (core and shell).

•Philanthropy: A robust fundraising plan should be
developed during the building planning process.

•Rental Management: Internal management of the coworking space and central services operation, overall
responsibility for the oversight of the anchor tenants and
outside users. Implements policies and procedures. Create
and maintain safe and inclusive environment. Mitigate
competition among anchor tenants and other renters to
allow for all users to thrive.

•Building Project Management: The project components for
building the facility, including decisions concerning the
physical space program, maintaining the budget, and
managing the project timeframe.
•Internal Community Consensus Building: Deciding upon the
Campus' core programming, values, mission, and vision, and
inviting anchor groups to join the collective in activating
them on Campus.
•External Community Consensus Building: Disseminating
information pertaining to the project to the public and
manage messaging as a means to build consensus and
understanding within the community.
•Strategic Planning: The short- and long-term success of the
Campus will be the responsibility of the operator. Strategic
planning at the outset is recommended. This establishes
goals, milestones and measurements for progress and
success.

•Customer and Stakeholder Engagement: Ongoing
engagement with the internal community and external
public at all points of participation.
•Marketing & Branding: Skills to express vision, mission, and
values while driving revenue.
•Entrepreneurship: The growth of the Campus as an arts
business. Skills in expanding the business model and
applying a flexible approach to the changing needs of the
market.
•Philanthropy: Carrying out ongoing development planning,
resource acquisition, and relationship-building.
•Program Evaluation: A mechanism to measure progress
and commitment to impacts. Includes data collection
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CORE COMPETENCIES

The core competencies required for operating the Campus conceived in this study are essentially the
same regardless of the governance structure. The purpose of outlining these areas of responsibility is to
both demystify how this model could be structured and to offer guidance to the film and music
community as it begins the process of identifying the best suited operator. These core competencies
will be crucial for selecting an appropriate and capable operating entity.
GOVERNANCE SCENARIOS
SCENARIO ONE: OREGON MUTUAL BENEFIT CORPORATION

The Oregon Mutual Benefit Corporation is formed to provide for the mutual benefit of its members,
such as social clubs, business leagues, and veterans groups. Its purpose is to promote the interests of its
members through regional project development, investments, lobbying, and collaborative ventures. This
structure would serve as an umbrella operating entity for the campus, with an opportunity to manage
subsidiary organizations beneath it.
Visually, the structure could take the following formation:

Program

EXPO
Anchor Tenant Music / Film
Educavon
Facility
Mgmt

Admin
Staﬀ

Rental
Mgmt

Business
Mgmt

Anchor Tenant
- Advanced
Film
Technology

Program
Anchor
Tenant Music
Promoter

Mutual Beneﬁt
Corp
Operator /
Newly Formed
Nonproﬁt

Anchor
Tenant Heritage
Center
Program

Anchor Tenant
- Local Film
Producvon
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Key attributes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not tax exempt – pays taxes on net income
Managed by Board, where board members and executives can be paid
Not mission-limited like a 501c3
Acts to the rest of the world like a “regular” corporation
Purchase, invest, borrow, like a regular business
Can “incubate” and spin off regular businesses
Donors are not allowed a charitable contribution deduction

SCENARIO TWO: NEWLY FORMED 501C3 NONPROFIT OPERATOR

A newly formed nonprofit operator could also serve as an umbrella operating entity for the campus,
with an opportunity to create additional mission-driven programs beneath it or to operate solely to
provide mission-driven operating structure for the Campus. It could also bear the same Mutual Benefit
Corp operating structure as depicted in the flow chart above, where each of the anchor tenants serve on
the board of directors. Key attributes include:
•
•
•
•

Tax exempt – pays no taxes on related business income
Managed by Staff and Board, where staff can be paid but Board Members are typically
volunteers
Mission-limited
Donors are allowed a charitable contribution deduction

SCENARIO THREE: EXISTING 501C3 NONPROFIT OPERATOR

An existing 501c3 nonprofit with synchronous activities already in place could be tapped to operate the
facility without having to create a new entity altogether. An existing nonprofit would ideally already
have experience in managing a facility and in managing mission-related programs, which could enable it
to scale its operations in a more seamless manner than an entity starting from scratch. On the other
hand, adding new capacities to a current organization may prove to be more challenging as the
organization grapples with considerable transformation tasks along with its regular activities, akin to a
cruise ship turning sharply in the sea.
This flow chart below illustrates how an existing nonprofit organization might operate.
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Expo Center

Nonproﬁt Board

Anchor
Tenant Music
Promoter

Staﬀ
Manages
Anchor
Tenants &
Renters

Business Mgmt

Exisvng
Nonproﬁt
Operator
Nonproﬁt
Programming

Fundraising

Anchor
Tenant Educavon

Anchor
Tenant Local Film
Producvon
Anchor
Tenant Heritage
Center

Facilives Mgmt

STRUCTURE RECOMMENDATIONS

The governance and operating structure should support the mission and vision for the Campus. While
each scenario explored herein comes with its own advantages and disadvantages, it does appear as
though the path of least resistance and most opportunity sits in the first two structures: a newly formed
entity, either a Mutual Benefit Corp (Scenario One) or a 501c3 (Scenario Two). Either could be tailored
to meet the needs of the core competencies on the outset. Scenario One and Two also center decisionmaking within anchor tenants positioned at the board level, as opposed to an existing 501c3 (Scenario
Three) where decisions are created between board and staff separately from the tenants and renters.
Additionally, a hybrid structure where a newly formed 501c3 and Mutual Benefit Corporation are
operating together may also be an opportunity to utilize the strengths of each structure.
The following table compares the advantages per each structure:
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Mutual Benefit Corp

Newly Created 501c3

Existing 501c3

Donations are Tax
Deductible

No

Yes

Yes

Anchor Tenants Serve
on Board

Yes

Yes

No

Board Member
Compensation

Yes

No

No

Not Mission Limited

Yes

No

No

Already exists (does not
to be created)

No

No

Yes
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PRO GRAM EVALUATIO N

A program evaluation plan plays a crucial role in measuring the extent that the Campus is delivering its
mission and meeting its strategic goals; it is a process for improvement and introspection.2 Outlining the
program evaluation plan on the outset of generating programs helps guide the implementation of the
programs. A program evaluation plan should be an ongoing and cyclical process, encompassing:
•
•
•
•

Theory of Change
Development of indicators
Data collection process
Logic Model

THEORY OF CHANGE

The theory of change is a tool for charting how the Campus programming leads to specific short- and
long-term changes. Each programming model described in Phase Two is accompanied by a theory of
change. The hypothesis behind each, however aspirational, is that the program will affect X to happen,
which in turn affects X to happen, and we can observe a change in Y. Diagramming theory is iterative;
these models will need to be revaluated once the organizational structure is identified and programmers
in charge of activating the models test the veracity of these theories.
DEVELOPING INDICATORS

Arts space development in general is challenging to measure, however there are experts who have
already tackled this work by creating indicators for success. One organization, Leveraging Investment in
Creativity (LINC), operated for a limited time purely for the purpose of arts space development research.
It published a report that outlined several indicators for success from which a new Film/Music Campus
can draw: Arts Space Development: Making the Case, by Maria Rosario Jackson (who, as of the writing of
this report, now leads the National Endowment of the Arts) and Florence Kabwasa-Green, was published
by the Urban Institute in 2007.
Arts Space Indicators
•

Space availability and infrastructure: The extent to which space is used, how often, and by which
kinds of artists and tenants. This also includes testing user satisfaction, quality of inclusivity, and
accessibility.

•

Artists’ careers and professional development: Quantifying job growth, economic impact and
continued improvement of the Motion Picture and Sound industries, business opportunities,
networking and connections made at the Campus, and educational aspects, etc. Additionally,
qualitative information such as growth in creativity, storytelling, and heritage activities are
identified here.

2

Osborne Daponte, Beth. Evaluations Essentials: Methods for Conducting Sound Research. San Francisco, CA: Jossey Bass,
2008.
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•

Artists’ relationships to the broader community: Included in this category is understanding the
extent to which overall community understanding of the history on the Expo Campus grows, and
transformational healing that can occur when anchor spaces are created.

Spillovers and Future Indicators
In the case of arts space development, we may also observe spillovers in economic activity popping up
nearby, such as the development of restaurants, hotels, housing, and other industry attracting activity in
the Expo Center neighborhood. As the Campus becomes more of a destination, the neighborhood may
experience an increase in tourism activity. Business such as restaurants and hotels would augment the
experience of Campus tenants, users, and members of the community, such as, for example, providing
for out-of-state productions and offering amenities to day-visitors.
The Campus should prioritize an open and welcoming environment that would invite Metro-area
citizens to partake in the experience, heritage activities, and artistic programming. It’s crucial that the
planning process invites and supports entrepreneurs from underrepresented communities to envision
opportunities for launching adjacent businesses in the area, further inviting their leadership in crafting a
welcoming experience in the surrounding neighborhood. It’s important to note that gentrification is
often the unintended consequence of development, and not all spillovers are beneficial, but intentional
policies that support Minority-Owned business can help alter these effects.
DATA COLLECTION

Methods for collecting data in these impact areas should begin at the implementation of each program,
as evaluation can be a challenging and time-consuming task. Integrating it within the program
development on the outset will offer a smoother process for data collection and avoids having to
retroactively engineer the evaluation process. Data collection can involve disseminating surveys to
participants to collect demographic data along with their thoughts regarding the ways in which the
programs at the new Campus serve their professional and programmatic needs, and how, over time, the
creative community located at the Campus is ultimately affected.
LOGIC MODEL

The next page is a detailed logic model for the programming. This will need to be revised throughout the
implementation process and tested for alignment with the operating entity, anchor tenants, and
Campus community goals. Some questions to consider are: Are these assumptions accurate? Are the
desired outcomes achievable? Are any important impacts missing?
The below logic model incorporates the seven guiding principles from Metro and are identifiable as the
text in red.
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Situation
Expo wants to
activate its
campus and the
whole site is in
play
No soundstage
campus for film
and music exists
in Portland
Historic injustices
on Expo site:
Japanese
Internment
camps, near
Vanport, and
indigenous and
tribal lands
If the Expo
proposal is not
accepted,
another
opportunity to
create this
campus will be
explored

Assumptions
There is a need
for improved
film/music
infrastructure
There are renters
interested in
using space
There are several
community led &
culturally
responsive
organizations
prime to take on
anchor tenancy
and lead
decision-making
at the board
level
Soundstages will
attract out of
state
productions
Film production
training will
expand skills and
networking opps
The Campus will
inspire
collaborations
Anchor spaces
have proven
track record for
advancing
healing within
communities

Goals

Target Population

Resources/ Inputs

1 Honor, respect
& preserve
cultural, land,
water & history
through heritage
preservation

Purposeful
inclusion of
filmmakers,
musicians,
creative industry
business owners
who identify
from
communities
who have
persevered and
are thriving,
despite the
action of
colonization
and/or the
harmful impacts
of policy and
practice

Governance and
operating
structure

2 Seek cultural
expression, art,
storytelling and
learning with a
soundstage and
music venue
space for local
and out of state
productions
3 Maximize
community
benefit &
connection for
future
generations
through
education and
production
training
programs
4 Campus will
center inclusive,
cultural &
economic
sustainability
and wellbeing
5 Seek sustainable
& climate
resilient
solutions in the
facility build-out

Creators from the
Japanese
American, Black
and/or African
American, and
Native and/or
Indigenous
communities
Out of state film
production
companies

Engaged with 147
diverse
film/music
creators and
community
leaders
90+ potential
renters
8+ potential
anchor tenants
Coordination
from Oregon
Dept of Film &
Portland Film
Office
Filmmakers,
musicians,
creators, media
artists, unions
Submission of
RFEI to Metro
Culturally
competent
consultants in
facility
development,
design, and
community
engagement

Activities
Goal 1,2,3
Devise
programming
charettes with
target
populations for
heritage
museum, local
content prod,
education
Goal 4
Create Mutual
Benefit Corp or
new 501c3
board
Establish anchor
tenants
Ongoing
engagement and
transparency
Create budget
that meets
bottom line and
benefits
tenants/member
Goal 5
LEED certified
facility
renovation
design
Study the
Campus'
environmental
impact

Outputs
Number of anchor
tenants that join
board and sign
lease
Number of
renters that join
campus
community
Finalized program
plan
Established
governance
structure
approved by IRS
Number of out of
state
productions
Number of locally
made content &
events for music
and film
Number of
trainees
graduated from
program

Outcomes/ Impact
Diversity in
industries
stabilizes / rises
The Campus is a
source of
Portland pride
The music/media
community in
Portland realizes
more
opportunities for
events,
innovation, and
filmmaking
Portland
community
improves
understanding of
cultural history
Community
healing
Create a
“destination”
creative center
for the entire
PNW
Future
development of
the local area to
better server
creative clients
and induced
economic
development
Economic growth
in establish’ts &
employment,
moves to Star
market
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BUSINESS PLAN
To begin development of a financial pro forma for the Campus, it’s worth analyzing the financial
statements of other operating studios and peer organizations around the country, specifically nonprofit
organizations with similar, but not identical, programming models. This analysis will compare the IRS
form 990 financial statements from the fiscal year 2018/2019 for the following nonprofit organizations

Austin Film Society
(2018/19)
Austin, TX

Austin Film Society
(2019/20)
Austin, TX

• Cinema
• Community Media
• Film Studio
Soundstages

• Cinema
• Community Media
• Film Studio
Soundstages

austinfilm.org

austinfilm.org

Gotham Film &
Media Institute
New York, NY

BRIC Media
Brooklyn, NY
• Community Media
• Performing Arts
Presents
• Exhibition &
Education

•Film Independent
Los Angeles, CA

• Promotion Indie
Film
• Fiscal Sponsorhip
• Labs
• Education

bricartsmedia.org

• Membership,
education,
programming
• Spirit Awards
• ArtistsDev
filmindependent.org

thegotham.org

and their corresponding programs. Each chart is followed by key findings and averages for comparison.

(Note: Austin Film Society includes both fiscal years 2018/19 and 2019/20 due to a $5 million
government gift that’s unique to fiscal year 2018/19.)
•
•

Organizations are not relying on investment/endowment income as much as AFS did in 2018/19
Austin Film Society received a $5 million government grant for its facilities in 2018/19, which
does not reflect its usual annual contributed income.

Revenues as per FY 2019 990
$18,000,000

$28,289

$16,000,000

$3,768

$14,000,000
$321,945

$12,000,000
$359,835
$10,000,000

$0
$3,076,002

$8,000,000
$6,000,000
$4,000,000

$28,870

$11,617,095

Other
$4,811,250

$794,449
$1,388,926

$181,902

Program

$0

Contributed

$9,148
$2,454,014

$6,846,704
$4,674,897

$2,000,000

$5,055,761

$5,961,815

$2,202,357
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$0

Austin Film
Society
(2019/20)

Investment

Austin Film
Society
(2018/19)

BRIC Media Gotham Film &
Film
Media Institute Independent
(formerly IFP)

•

Averages:
o Contributed Revenue:
o Program Revenue:
o Investment Revenue:
o Other Revenue:
o Total Revenue:

$4,948,307
$4,669,457
$80,324
$265,317
$9,963,405

Contributed Revenue by Type as per FY 2019 990
$7,000,000

$6,000,000

$1,102,213

$5,000,000
$3,377,381

$4,000,000
$2,307,937
$4,100,653

$3,000,000
$4,850,992
$2,000,000

$851,493

$1,000,000

$1,106,084
$97,600
$147,180

$-

Austin Film Society
(2019/20)
Membership Dues

•

$20,000

$154,367
$236,132

Austin Film Society
(2018/19)

Fundraising Events

$1,788,489

$1,401,433

$BRIC Media

Related Orgs

$765,527

$-

$795,945

$160,659

Gotham Film & Media
Institute (formerly IFP)

Government Grants

$0

$794,449

Film Independent

Individual & Foundations

Averages (does not include Related Orgs as that is only one data point of $20k for BRIC):
o Membership: $334,979
o Fundraising Events: $452,986
o Government Grants (without $5M AFS grant): $1,432,002
o Individuals & Foundations: $2,347,935
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Expenses as per FY 2019 990
$18,000,000
$627,648

$16,000,000

$2,908,521

$14,000,000

$1,170,185

$12,609,461

$12,000,000

$988,789
$10,000,000

$10,800,351
$1,011,037

$8,000,000

Mgmt & GA

$228,470
$6,000,000

$252,240
$768,220

$4,000,000

$6,632,381

Program Services

$630,826
$4,044,847

$2,000,000

$4,672,022
-$170,112

$0
-$2,000,000

Fundraising

Austin Film
Society
(2019/20)

•

•

Austin Film
Society
(2018/19)

BRIC Media Gotham Film
Film
& Media
Independent
Institute
(formerly IFP)

Averages:
o Program Services:
o Mgmt & GA:
o Fundraising:
o Total Expenses:

$7,751,812
$1,261,479
$421,686
$9,434,977

Other averages not pictured:
o Grants Distributed
o Personnel
o CEO Pay

$878,361
$4,588,876
$200,000
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Ratios as per FY 2019 990
100%
90%

82%

83%

$30

78%

73%

71%

70%

50%

89%

82%

80%

60%

$35

$30

$25

63%

62%

$20

51%
47%

44%

42%

46%
43%
$15

40%
30%

30%

$9

$7

20%
10%

4%

2%

28%
19%
21%

$5

Austin Film Society
(2018/19)

BRIC Media

$5

3% 3%

2% 0%

$0

0%
Austin Film Society
(2019/20)

$10

Gotham Film & Media
Institute (formerly IFP)

$0
Film Independent

Program Expense Ratio

Earned Income Ratio

Personnel Expense Ratio

Rental Income Ratio

Grants Distributed Ratio

Fundraising Eﬃciency ($ earned)

Notes

Averages

Program Expense Ratio is the total programmatic expenses as a portion of total expenses

83%

Earned Income Ratio is the income from programmatic activities as a portion of total
income

43%

Personnel Expense Ratio is the portion of staff + benefits expense

45%

Rental Income Ratio is the portion of rental income as a portion of Earned Income

32%

Grants Distributed Ratio is grant dollars distributed to outside individuals and
organizations as a portion of Program Expense

11%

Fundraising Efficiency is the amount of dollars earned per dollar spent in fundraising
activities

$7.50

Additionally, Average Rental Income (not pictured): $919,236, with a range of $142,405 to $1,927,368
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Expense by category and corresponding percent of total expense:

Austin Film
Society

Grants

$ 77,500

1.37%

BRIC Media

$ -

% of
Expenses

Gotham
Film &
Media
Institute

% of
Expenses

Film
Independent

0.00%

$ 2,934,945

39.27%

$ 353,000

28.13%

$ 5,994,416

% of
Expenses

AV

2.72%

14

46.26%

44

41.77%

$ 10,172,013

63.00%

$ 2,102,218

$ 252,201

4.45%

$ 2,513,433

15.57%

$ 88,813

1.19%

$ 832,634

6.42%

6

$ 89,157

1.57%

$ 549,686

3.40%

$

0.00%

$ 96,703

0.75%

1

$ 76,679

1.35%

$ 540,107

3.35%

$ 79,737

1.07%

$ 349,999

2.70%

2

$ 148,523

2.62%

$ 136,823

0.85%

$

0.00%

$ 144,208

1.11%

1

21.40%

$ 520,726

3.23%

$ 634,886

8.50%

$ 786,857

6.07%

9

$ 100,359

1.77%

$ 89,811

0.56%

$ 134,803

1.80%

$ 806,263

6.22%

2

$ -

0.00%

$ 16,886

0.10%

$ 9,075

0.12%

$ -

0.00%

0

$ 2,095

0.04%

$ -

0.00%

$ -

0.00%

$ -

0.00%

0

Depreciation

$ 247,891

4.37%

$ 964,747

5.98%

$ 294,094

3.94%

$ 108,539

0.84%

3

Insurance

$ 155,187

2.74%

$ 128,979

0.80%

$ 54,101

0.72%

$ 59,259

0.46%

1

Contract Labor

$ 192,829

3.40%

$ -

0.00%

$ 500,533

6.70%

$ -

0.00%

5

Other:

$ 745,480

13.15%

$ 512,419

3.17%

$ 640,091

8.57%

$ 3,427,447

26.45%

12

TOTAL

$5,668,712

100%

$16,145,630

$12,959,325

100%

Personnel
Professional Services
Advertising &
Promotion
Office Expenses
IT
Occupancy
Travel
Conferences
Interest

$ 2,367,733

% of
Expenses

$ 1,213,078

100%

-

-

$7,473,296

100%
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NEXT STEPS
This study is a comprehensive reporting and synthesis of findings from two phases of a feasibility study
that included community engagement, research, and program development. In anticipation of
responding to the RFEI published by Metro and the Expo Center, the next steps for testing the
hypotheses embedded in this report include the following:
•
•
•
•

Confirm Next Phase cohort of potential anchor tenants and space users comprised of artists and
organizations from the target communities
Begin design charettes with the next phase of planning consultants
Test and confirm programmatic elements as reported by this study, as these findings and
recommendations are not set in stone and should be verified with potential users of the space
Develop architectural design elements for the Campus

This Next Phase of planning components, along with the feasibility study, should launch the
Film/Music/Creative community toward thoughtfully responding to the Metro REFI. In the event that
the proposal is not selected, an alternative location may be identified and studied at that time.
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